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Abstract— We focus on the task of language-conditioned
grasping in clutter, in which a robot is supposed to grasp
the target object based on a language instruction. Previous
works separately conduct visual grounding to localize the target
object, and generate a grasp for that object. However, these
works require object labels or visual attributes for grounding,
which calls for handcrafted rules in planner and restricts the
range of language instructions. In this paper, we propose to
jointly model vision, language and action with object-centric
representation. Our method is applicable under more flexible
language instructions, and not limited by visual grounding
error. Besides, by utilizing the powerful priors from the pre-
trained multi-modal model and grasp model, sample efficiency
is effectively improved and the sim2real problem is relived
without additional data for transfer. A series of experiments
carried out in simulation and real world indicate that our
method can achieve better task success rate by less times of
motion under more flexible language instructions. Moreover,
our method is capable of generalizing better to scenarios with
unseen objects and language instructions. Our code is available
at https://github.com/xukechun/Vision-Language-Grasping

I. INTRODUCTION

Target-oriented grasping in clutter is an essential task for
robotic manipulation, and has been explored for decades [1]–
[4]. Common practices to specify the target object are to
provide a target object image [1], [5], or collect a set of
demonstrations [6]. But providing such information is often
infeasible for a user, especially in open-world applications,
such as tabletop rearrangement over open-vocabulary objects.

An intuitive idea is to replace visual command with natural
language to assign the target object. Recent progress in
pre-trained large language models [7], [8] and multi-modal
models [9] makes this idea practical and promising. In
[10]–[13], the robot is able to learn policies for multi-task
(e.g. pick-and-place and room rearrangement) by grounding
language instructions as task goals with these pre-trained
models. However, these works learn raw image based policy
with lots of simulated demonstration data. In addition, one
has to address sim2real gap to deploy raw image based policy
in real world. The cluttered scene may further increase the
data requirement and sim2real difficulty.

Instead, object-centric representation endows the robot
with awareness of objects in the scene, which enables
easier scene understanding, thus more efficient for grasping
tasks. In a similar vein, another line of works [14]–[18]
decouples the task of language-conditioned target-oriented
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Fig. 1. An example scenario of language-conditioned grasping in clutter.
Our method jointly models vision, language and action with object-centric
representation (i.e. object bounding box), and conducts a sequence of grasps
to grasp away obstacles, finally achieving the target object.

grasping into two separate steps: language visual grounding
to figure out the target object and grasp planning to pick up
that object. In [15]–[17], the robot generates object-centric
representations by object bounding boxes, grounds seman-
tics with object labels and visual attributes, and selects an
action by a rule-based planner. However, these handcrafted
attributes and rules restrict the generalization of language
instructions. Furthermore, error in visual grounding results,
and disturbance from other objects in the cluttered scene
might degenerate the successful grasping, or call for more
complex handcrafted rules in planning.

In this paper, we set to investigate an intermediate solution
between the previous two lines of works. We propose to
jointly model vision, language and action with object-centric
representations as input, and grasp poses as output (Fig. 1).
Specifically, we utilize the pre-trained visual-language model
CLIP [9] to encode object-centric bounding boxes and the
language instruction to visual-language features, and deploy
the pre-trained graspnet [19] to generate a set of grasp poses,
which are encoded to spatial features. We apply a transformer
to build the cross-attention features with grasp features as
queries, visual-position features as keys and visual-language
features as values. Then the cross-attention features are fed
into the policy network for action decision. As a whole,
our policy is learned through model-free deep reinforcement
learning in simulator, which predicts a sequence of grasps
to grasp away objects hindering the successful grasping, and
finally achieve the goal.

Compared to the first line of works, leveraging pre-
trained models with object-centric representation provides
powerful priors and object awareness for policy learning,
thus improving the sample efficiency. Also, considering that
the processes of generating object-centric representation and
grasp poses from raw images cause sim2real gap, we deploy
pre-trained models learned with massive simulation and
real data for these two processes, relieving this problem.
Compared to the second line, our policy directly takes the
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multi-modal features for grasp selection, which eliminates
the explicit design of object labels or visual attributes in
planner or language instructions, and avoids relying on visual
grounding. Consequently, our method is able to handle more
flexible language instructions, and achieve better language
generalization. Experiments conducted in simulation and
real-world environments demonstrate that our system can
achieve higher task success rate by less steps in language-
conditioned target-oriented grasping in clutter. We also show
that our method is capable of performing better in scenarios
with unseen objects and language instructions, validating the
generalization. To summarize, our main contributions are:

• We propose a joint modeling of vision, language and
action for the task of target-oriented grasping in clutter
through model-free deep reinforcement learning.

• We utilize the priors from the pre-trained visual-
language model and grasp model to relieve sim2real
gap without additional data for transfer, and improve
the sample efficiency.

• The learned system is evaluated on a series of scenarios
with seen and unseen objects and language instructions
in both simulated and real-world settings, of which the
results validate the effectiveness and generalization.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Target-oriented Grasping in Clutter

Robotic grasping in clutter has been a topic of inter-
est in manipulation for decades. Recent works [20]–[24]
have achieved significant improvements in grasping general
objects in clutter, and some of them [19], [25]–[27] are
capable of generating 6DoF grasp proposals of a clutter of
every objects. Another line of works studies target-oriented
grasping by assigning an image of the target object [5], or
providing a demonstration [6]. Recent works [1]–[4] step
forward to explore target-oriented grasping in clutter. [1],
[4] achieve the target object grasping by grasping other
obstacles away. [28]–[32] conduct some pre-grasping actions
such as pushing to singulate the target object. However,
these works require an image of the target object, or assume
that a target object mask in the scene is given, which is
often infeasible, especially in open-world applications, such
as tabletop rearrangement. Instead, language instructions are
more flexible in open-world applications [12], [33].

B. Language-conditioned Manipulation

Because of the convenience of natural language, language-
conditioned manipulation has become a promising research
topic in recent years. [34]–[36] study grasp detection based
on language instructions in scattered scenes. [37] explores to
ground language to some long-horizon manipulation tasks,
but with instructions limitation. [33] introduces language as
a flexible goal specification with objects of simple shape
in scattered scenes. Thanks to the develop of language
models [7], [8] and multi-modal models [9], recent works
[10]–[13], [38] are able to ground more flexible language
instructions into long-horizon manipulation. However, such
works consume lots of demonstrations to learn raw image

based policy for a good performance, and take plenty of
training steps for convergence. In addition, one has to address
sim2real gap to deploy raw image based policy in real world.
Other works [14]–[18], [39] focus on language-conditioned
grasping by separately visual grounding and grasp planning
with object-centric representations. [15], [16], [18] ground
object bounding boxes in the scene with pre-defined visual
attributes, or object labels, which calls for handcrafted design
in planner, and limits the range of language instructions.
To overcome visual grounding error and language ambigu-
ity, they need to interact with human by asking questions
with pre-defined templates. In this line of work, language-
conditioned grasping in clutter is much less explored except
that [14], [17]. [14] conducts direct visual grounding by cal-
culating the cosine similarity between text feature and object
features, which cannot handle visual grounding error and
visual occlusion. Analogous to [16], [17] trains on RefCOCO
dataset [40] and requires object labels for grounding.

In this paper, we also focus on the task of language-
conditioned grasping in clutter. There are several differences
between our methods and the above target-oriented grasping
works. Instead of grounding a matching score of each object
bounding box from language instructions, we utilize the
fusion feature of visual and language from CLIP to learn
a grasp policy without handcrafted grounding rules, thus
applicable to more flexible language instructions. Also, by
jointly modeling vision, language and action and conducting
cross attention with grasp queries, our system focuses on the
ability of all grasp actions in the scene, rather than relying
on the visual grounding to select an object.

III. METHODS

A. System Overview

As shown in Fig. 2, given a language instruction, and a
set of object bounding boxes from the detection module, our
system generates visual features of all bounding boxes and
language feature by pre-trained CLIP [9] image encoder and
text encoder. Each bounding box visual feature is fused with
language feature to generate box visual-language feature,
while fused with the embedding of bounding box center
position to generate box visual-position feature. We utilize
the pre-trained graspnet [19] to yield a set of grasp poses
which are encoded to spatial features. Given these feature
embeddings, we propose to jointly model vision, language
and grasp action by a cross-attention transformer, which
takes grasp features as queries, box visual-position features
as keys, box visual-language features as values, and outputs
the cross-attention features. Then the policy and critic MLPs
take as input the cross-attention features, and output the
logits and values of all grasps respectively. At inference time,
our policy conducts a sequence of grasp poses to grasp away
the obstacles and finally catch the target object.

B. Pre-processing with Pre-trained Models

Object-centric Representation. In this paper, we ob-
tain object bounding boxes for object-centric representation,
which are fed into pre-trained models for pre-processing.
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Fig. 2. System Overview. Given a language instruction, and object bounding boxes from detection module, our system pre-processes visual-language input
by CLIP [9], and generates grasp poses by graspnet [19] (see Sec. III-B). And we jointly model vision-language-action by a cross-attention transformer,
of which outputs are fed into the policy and critic MLPs to generate logits and values of all grasps (see Sec. III-C).

Visual-language Model. We propose to yield visual and
language features through CLIP [9], which aligns image and
language features by training on millions of image-text pairs.
Instead of directly applying CLIP on the raw image of a
clutter of objects, we propose to process object crops in the
scene. Given a raw image with a clutter of M objects, N
bounding boxes are extracted from detection models, and N
object crops are obtained by cropping the raw image with
corresponding bounding boxes. Note that M is not equal to
N in most cases due to object occlusion in clutter and the
detection uncertainty. Then N object crops are fed into the
CLIP image encoder and the language instruction is fed into
the CLIP text encoder to get N bounding box visual features
and a language feature in CLIP image-text alignment domain.

Grasp Model. We adopt the pre-trained model of graspnet
[19] to get a set of grasp poses of the whole scene. Graspnet
is a 6DoF grasp detector taking as input a scene point cloud,
and predicting K 6DoF grasp poses.

Thanks to pre-trained vision-language and grasp model,
the sample efficiency is effectively improved. Also, utilizing
CLIP [9] and graspnet [19] trained with massive simulation
and real data for pre-processing relieves the sim2real gap.

C. Vision-language-action Joint Modeling
Vision-language-action Cross-attention. Instead of sep-

arately conducting visual grounding and selecting a best-
matched object to grasp, we propose to jointly model vi-
sion, language and action by transformer’s attention mecha-
nism [41]: Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax

(
QKT

)
V , where

Q,K, V donate query, key and value. Specifically, a cross-
attention transformer is adapted to conduct cross attention
among multi-modal information, and outputs fusion features.
We fuse N box visual features with the language feature
by element-wise product respectively and get N box visual-
language features accordingly. Also, we generate K grasp
pose features by MLP. Considering that our goal of joint
modeling is to get the fusion vision-language-action features,
and to map grasp features into the CLIP image-text feature
domain, we set K grasp pose features as queries and N
box visual-language features as values. To combine spatial
features (i.e. grasp features) and visual-language features, we
further utilize the box visual-position features as keys. To be
specific, 3D positions of the centers of bounding boxes are

projected into a nonlinear space (positional embedding as
in [42]), followed by a MLP to encode the box position
embeddings. Then N box position embeddings are fused
with N box visual features by adding. After vision-language-
action cross attention, K cross-attention features will be
obtained.

Policy and Critic. In this work, our system is trained
through deep reinforcement learning with discrete SAC [43],
[44]. We consider the cross-attention features at step t as state
st, the grasp pose selection at step t as action at. Then our
policy is defined as π(at|st), and critic outputs Q function
Q(st, at). The policy and critic MLPs both take K cross-
attention features as input, and output logits and q values of
K grasp poses. Note that our policy and critic are capable of
processing variable number of actions by parallel processing
K cross-attention features, which corresponds to K grasps.

Language Instructions. By jointly modeling vision-
language-action and conducting cross attention with grasp
queries, our system focuses on the ability of grasp actions
without requirement of object labels or visual attributes for
grounding and handcrafted rules for planning. This formula-
tion enables our system to adapt to more flexible language
instructions without assigning concrete object labels. Our
system is trained with language templates such as “Give
me the {keyword}”, “Get something to {keyword}”, where
{keyword} can be a concrete label (e.g. banana), or a general
label (e.g. fruit), or the attribute of color (e.g. red), shape
(e.g. round), or even object function (e.g. hold other things).
Although some of the language instructions are ambiguous,
our policy can learn from experience by trial and error.

D. Curriculum Learning Schedule

Directly training a policy in clutter might make the agent
struggle with the trade-off between grasping away other
obstacles and focusing on the target object. Considering that
our final goal is to grasp the target object, we design a two-
stage curriculum learning schedule to ease the training:

Stage I. Scattered Scene Training. In this stage, we
train our policy in a scattered scene with a objects randomly
dropped in the workspace, which aims at guiding the robot
to focus on grasping the target object. The number of grasps
is limited up to 5, and once the target object is successfully
grasped, the episode ends. The reward function is defined as:



Rg =

{
2, if successfully grasping the target object
−1, otherwise

Stage II. Cluttered Scene Training. For this stage, our
policy is trained in cluttered environments with b objects
randomly dropped in the workspace, where the tight packing
or occlusion degenerates the successful grasp of the target
object. For each episode, the robot is supposed to grasp
away obstacles hindering the grasping of the target object,
and finally grasp the target object. The number of grasps
is limited up to 8. In this stage, we encourage the robot to
grasp the obstacle objects near the target object. Therefore,
we implement less punishment if the object is nearer to the
target, and we model the reward function as follows:

Rg =


2, if successfully grasping the target object
− dist

distmax
, if successfully grasping other objects

−1, otherwise
where dist is the 3D position distance between the grasped
object and the target object. If there are more than one target
objects, it is the minimize distance from all target objects.
distmax is the diagonal length of the workspace. Dividing
dist with distmax normalizes the value within [−1, 0).

CLIP Grounding Prior. To optimise CLIP to guide the
policy to select grasp actions of the target object, we further
explore a CLIP-guided loss. We ground N visual-language
pairs into N probabilities with CLIP, which represent the
corresponding visual-language matching scores, and multiply
the probabilities with the N ×K box-grasping mapping ma-
trix, which assigns grasps to boxes by 3D position distance.
In this way, we can get K mapped grasp probabilities as
the grounding prior for the policy. Then a guided loss (i.e.
Kullback-Leibler divergence) can be added for the policy
training. Details can be found in Appendix.

E. Implementation Details

We train our system with five language templates: “Give
me the {keyword}”, “I need a {keyword}”, “Grasp a
{keyword} object”, “I want a {keyword} object”, “Get
something to {keyword}” with 66 object models and 36 lan-
guage keywords, which are categorized into four types: label,
general label, shape or color, function. Network parameters
of CLIP and graspnet will be fixed during training. We train
the first stage with a = 8 objects and 500 episodes, and the
second stage with b = 15 objects and 1500 episodes. If using
CLIP-guided loss, the policy loss and the loss of the cross-
attention module will be added with the CLIP-guided loss
described in Sec. III-D for the former 800 episodes. Other
training details of can be accessed in Appendix.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we carry out a series of experiments to
evaluate our system. The goals of the experiments are: 1)
to demonstrate that our policy is effective for the task of
language-conditioned grasping in clutter; 2) to evaluate the
generalization performance of our policy on unseen objects
and language instructions. 3) to indicate the sample efficiency
of our method. 4) to test whether our system can successfully

Grasp a round object Get something to eat Get something 

to hold other things
I want a round object Give me a cup

I need a cup I need a fruit Get something to drink Give me the theramed Give me the pear

Get something for cleaning I need a container Give me the sugerI need a suger Give me the box

Fig. 3. Test cases in simulation. The top two rows demonstrate the arrange-
ments with seen objects, while the bottom row shows the arrangements with
unseen objects. The target objects are labeled with stars.

transfer from simulation to the real world. We compare the
performance of our system to the following baselines:

CLIPORT-Grasp is a method which learns actions from
raw image. It is a variant of CLIPORT [12], and utilizes
CLIP to ground semantic concepts from raw image. Grasp
actions are also learned from scratch by predicting pixel-wise
affordance on raw image. To be specific, we use the attention
stream of [12] for grasping.

CLIP Grounding is a semantic grounding approach
which grounds all object bounding boxes with language
instruction by CLIP [9]. Specifically, it computes similarities
between the CLIP visual features of boxes and the language
feature, and selects the bounding box with the highest
similarity as the target. Then the policy randomly samples
a grasp pose corresponding to that box by the box-grasp
mapping matrix described in Sec. III-D. If there is not grasp
for that box, the policy will randomly select a grasp pose.

Raw Image is a policy which uses CLIP to process the
raw image, and utilizes graspnet to yield grasp poses. This
baseline is to demonstrate the performance of the policy
without object-centric representation, but with grasp priors.
The network architecture is the same as ours.

Raw Image Grids is a policy similar to Raw Image.
Instead, it uses grid crops of the raw image as CLIP inputs.

For fair comparison, all the baselines are trained with
the same schedule with discrete SAC as ours except CLIP
Grounding, which directly deploys CLIP for grounding.

A. Evaluation Metrics

We evaluate the methods with a series of test cases. Each
test contains i = 15 runs measured with 2 metrics:

• Task Success Rate: the average percentage of task
success rate over i = 15 test runs. If the robot picks up
the target object within j = 8 action attempts in a run,
then the task is considered successful and completed.

• Motion Number: the average motion number per task
completion.

B. Simulation Experiments

Our simulation environment is built in PyBullet [45],
which involves a UR5 arm, a ROBOTIQ-85 gripper, and a
camera of Intel RealSense L515.

Comparisons to Baselines. We conduct test experiments
with a series of test cases, including arrangements with
seen objects and unseen objects (Fig. 3). Arrangements with



TABLE I
SIMULATION RESULTS ON ALL ARRANGEMENTS

Method Task Success Motion Number
Arrangement seen unseen seen unseen

CLIPORT-Grasp – – – –
CLIP Grounding 59.3 64.0 4.80 4.15

Raw Image 48.1 45.3 4.35 5.37
Raw Image Grids 60.7 70.7 4.35 3.49

Ours 74.3 78.7 4.11 3.98
Ours w/ CLIP-guided loss 77.3 74.7 3.74 3.65

Fig. 4. Compared training performance of our method and three methods.

seen objects involve 10 cases with adversarial clutter where
the robot might need to grasp away other obstacles for
target object grasping. Compared results reported in Table I
demonstrate that our method outperforms all baselines across
all metrics. CLIPORT-Grasp fails in all cases, which sug-
gests that learning grasp actions from scratch and grounding
semantics from raw image might fail to work with just
2000 episodes training. Also, CLIPORT-Grasp conducts
top-down grasping, which might fail in clutter in many cases.
Instead, with object-centric representation and pre-trained
grasp model, CLIP Grounding can achieve around 60%
task success rate, but with the highest motion number. This
might due to the fact that CLIP Grounding tends to focus
on the best-matched object and keep grasping it, and ignores
the possibility of grasping away other obstacles, which is
effective for grasping in clutter. Also, it can not handle the
error of the grounding results. Raw Image shows the second
worst task success rate, and always cannot fix the target
object in the cluttered scenarios. Instead, Raw Image Grids
gets better performance than Raw Image. This performance
gain mainly comes from the grid crops, which help the policy
easier to focus on the target zone. However, there is little
object-level information in grids, which might account for
its unsatisfactory performance. By leveraging object-centric
bounding boxes and jointly modeling vision, language and
action, our policy can focus on the target object without
limiting by the grounding error. Also, Ours w/ CLIP-guided
loss can achieve better performance, especially in motion
number, indicating that the CLIP prior helps the policy to be
more concerned with the target object.

Results of 5 test cases with unseen objects are also shown
in Table I. We observe that our method is capable of gener-
alizing to unseen objects with similar language instructions,
and achieves the best task success rate with a bit more motion
number. Although Raw Imgae Grids achieves the least
motion number, it does not prove its high efficiency since
its task success rate is lower. It’s worth noting that Ours w/
CLIP-guided loss reports lower task success rate than ours.
This might due to the fact that this policy is influenced by
CLIP prior to a greater extent. Although it conducts more

Fig. 5. Ablation on all arrangements for CLIP (left) and RL vs. SL (right).

Bring me a 

round object
Pass me something 

to hold other things

Please pass me 

the cup

Can you please pick 

up a fruit for me

Can you pick up 

something to drink

Fig. 6. Testing performance on unseen language templates.

target-driven grasps in some cases, as a trade-off, it is also
affected by the CLIP grounding error.

Ablation Studies. We compare our methods with a series
of ablation methods to test: 1) whether our techniques can
improve sample efficiency; 2) whether CLIP brings benefits
to our policy; 3) whether our system gains more by learning
with trial and error.

To demonstrate 1), we compare our training efficiency
with Ours w/o CLIP-pretrain, Raw Image and Raw Image
Grids to indicate whether our method benefits from pre-
trained visual-language model and object-centric represen-
tation. We present the reward curves versus training steps
in Fig. 4. It can be seen that our policy can improve per-
formance at a faster pace and achieve a higher reward. This
suggests that the CLIP prior and object-centric representation
help our policy to capture vision-language information, thus
improving the sample efficiency. Raw Image Grids shows
better training performance than Raw Image by using image
crops rather than raw image with a clutter of objects. It is
interesting to note that Raw Image Grids can keep a similar
pace as our method in 2k∼3k steps, but fails to improve
later. This shows that Raw Image Grids can handle scattered
scenes (Stage I), but struggles to capture useful information
in clutter with simple crops representation.

For 2), we make comparisons between our policy and
two ablation methods: M1: Ours w/o CLIP-pretrain
which trains CLIP from scratch, and M2: Ours w/ RN50-
BERT which encodes image and text by ImageNet-trained
ResNet50 [46] and BERT [7]. Testing results are shown in
Fig. 5 (left). It’s obvious that without CLIP prior, Ours w/o
CLIP-pretrain performs worse than ours, which suggests
that pre-trained CLIP is a powerful prior benefiting the policy
training. Ours w/ RN50-BERT achieves the worst perfor-
mance, indicating the unfeasibility of simply combining two
pre-trained single-modal models. Instead, CLIP aligns visual
feature and language feature into a common feature space,
thus simplifying the fusion of vision and language and easing
the policy learning.

Also, we additionally train our policy with supervised
learning, which is trained with the same amount of success-



object bounding box attention weights

grasp attention weights

finally selected grasp
Give me the cup

grasp logits from policy

Fig. 7. A case study to show the cross attention weights. Given a scenario
where the target object is labeled with a star, we show the attention weights
of all bounding boxes (top) and grasps of the box with the highest attention
weight (middle). The bottom row shows the grasp logits outputted by policy.
Note that grasp poses are assigned to boxes by the box-grasp mapping matrix
in Sec. III-D. We mark the grasp poses of the box with triangles, and the
selected grasp of the policy with an arrow.

Target focused Target grasped Target focused Other object grasped Target focused Target grasped

Other object focused Other object grasped Target focused Target focused Target graspedOther object grasped

Give me a cup Grasp a round object

I need a fruit

Fig. 8. Example testing sequences in simulation of 3 cases. Objects with
the highest attention weights are marked with triangles.

ful action sequences as reinforcement learning, and testing
results (Fig. 5 (right)) show the advantage of training by
trial and error. This might be because the supervised policy
is unable to be competent for scenarios differing much from
those in training set. And the training action sequences are
not enough to cover the testing domain. Instead, training with
RL by trial and error implicitly learns a value function for ac-
tions, which might bring better generalization performance.

Novel Language Templates. Furthermore, we test our
policy with some novel language templates. As shown in
Fig. 6, we evaluate our policy with 5 scenarios containing
seen objects, but under unseen language templates such as
“Please pass me the {keyword}”, “Can you please pick
up a {keyword} for me”. Results suggest that our policy
is applicable for some unseen language templates, which
further confirms our claim on language generalization.

Case Studies. Fig. 7 visualizes the cross attention weights
of a test case. We can see that the target object can be
focused with the highest attention weight, followed by two
surrounding objects, which means that the cross-attention
mechanism is able to catch the target object with spatial
information. Also, grasp poses for the target object can
achieve high attention weights. Taking the cross-attention
features, our policy further adjusts the logits distribution of
grasp poses and draws more attention to the target. Also,
we report three typical cases in Fig. 8. In the first case, the
target object can be focused and grasped successfully, which
is the most ideal situation. In more situations (the second
case), the policy chooses to grasp the surrounding object for
better grasping of the target. When failed to focus on the
target at the beginning (the third case), our policy is capable
of adjusting by exploring with a sequence of grasp actions.

Give me the banana Grasp a purple block I want a toothpaste Give me the shampoo Get a toy puppet

Fig. 9. Test cases in real world. Target objects are labeled with stars.

TABLE II
REAL-WORLD RESULTS ON TEST ARRANGEMENTS

Method Task Success Motion Number
CLIP Grounding 56.0 4.84
Raw Image Grids 48.0 5.33

Ours 72.0 5.13

C. Real-world Experiments

In this section, we evaluate our system in real-world
settings. Our real-world platform involves a UR5 robot arm
with a ROBOTIQ-85 gripper, and an Intel RealSense L515
capturing RGB-D images of resolution 1280 × 720. Object
bounding boxes are generated by a pre-trained open-set
detection model (details in Appendix), and test cases are
shown in Fig. 9. We compare our methods with Raw Image
Grids and CLIP Grounding which have demonstrated better
performances than others in simulation experiments. Note
that these methods are transferred from simulation to the
real world without any retraining. Test results are reported in
Table II. Overall, our policy shows much better performance
in task success rate, and is capable of generalizing to unseen
target objects (i.e. purple block, toothpaste and toy puppet).
Although CLIP Grounding costs the least motion number, it
shows a task success rate low at 50∼60%. For case 1 and 2,
where CLIP grounds with high accuracy, CLIP Grounding
can focus on the target grasping with less steps. However,
when the target is occluded (case 3), CLIP Grounding
frequently fails to figure out the target. Raw Image Grids
shows the worst performance in real-world cases, which
tends to select grasps in a zone for the same case. Also, it
demonstrates a significant performance degradation, which
might be because that the sim2real gap (e.g. background)
affects the crop grids input. Instead, by using bounding
boxes, the influence of background can be decreased.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we study the task of language-conditioned
grasping in clutter. Instead of following the cascaded pipeline
of visual grounding and grasp detection, we propose to
jointly model vision, language and action in a union view,
which is not limited by visual grounding error and is appli-
cable with more flexible language instructions. We leverage
pre-trained CLIP, a multi-modal model aligning visual and
language into a common feature space, and utilize 6DoF
graspnet to generate grasps in the scene, which effectively
improves the sample efficiency. We train our policy through
deep reinforcement learning and evaluate it with a series of
experiments in simulation and real world, which indicates
that our method can achieve better task success rate with less
motion number compared to other methods. Moreover, our
method shows better generalization in scenarios with unseen
objects and language instructions. It is worth mentioning that
our method can also handle some novel language templates.
More discussions can be accessed in Appendix.
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APPENDIX

A. Details about CLIP Grounding Prior

By calculating the cosine similarity between N box visual
feature and the text feature, we can ground N visual-
language pairs into N probabilities, each of which represents
a matching score of the corresponding object bounding box
against the language instruction. We obtain 3D positions
(x, y, z) of bounding box centers by transforming pixel
coordinates to world coordinates with camera extrinsics for
(x, y) and getting the depth of the center pixel of depth
image for z. Leveraging the 3D positions of the bounding box
centers, 3D distance between each grasp and each bounding
box can be calculated. If the distance of a grasp and a
bounding box is smaller than a distance threshold d = 0.05
(a hyper parameter referring to [47], which uses graspnet [19]
to generate grasps and assigns grasps to objects), then the
grasp is assigned to that object, which results in a N×K box-
grasp mapping matrix. By multiplying CLIP probabilities
and the box-grasping mapping matrix, we can get K mapped
probabilities, which can be regarded as a grounding prior
for the policy. Then a guided loss (i.e. Kullback-Leibler
divergence) can be added for the policy training.

B. More Training Details

Our training object models are from GraspNet-1Billion
[19]. For simplicity, we generate object bounding boxes from
the mask image in Pybullet [45], of which each pixel donates
the index of the object visualized in the camera. Specifically,
the bounding box of pixels with the same index corresponds
to an object-centric representation. And the bounding box
whose size is smaller than 15× 15 will be abandoned. Note
that this representation is not a ground-truth bounding box,
but considering object occlusion. During the training stage,
we randomly sample a language template and a keyword to
form a complete language instruction. And the probability of
the keyword sampling is 0.4, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2 for the above four
types. For the keyword type of general label and function,
which is regarded to form the difficult scenarios, we will drop
two target objects in the scene, and successfully catching
one is regarded as finishing the task. For the rest type of
keywords, one target object is dropped into the workspace,
and grasping the target object means task completion.

3D positions of box centers are obtained as described
in Appendix. A. And before feeding into the network, the
positions are projected into a nonlinear space by positional
encoding as in [42]. We adopt the transformer architecture
of the text encoder in [9], and conduct multi-head attention
with different query, key and value. Parameters of the cross
transformer includes width of 512, head of 8 and layer of 1.

We train our method with discrete SAC [44]. The temper-
ature parameter α is initialized as 0.2 with automatic entropy
tuning. We define the policy as π(at|st), where st donates
the cross-attention state at time t, and at represents the grasp
action at time t, The critic outputs Q function Q(st, at), then
the loss function of actor, critic and α can be formulated as
Eqn. 1-3. And the loss of the cross-attention module is the

TABLE III
ABLATION RESULTS FOR ARCHITECTURE DESIGN

Method Task Success Motion Number
Arrangement seen unseen seen unseen

Position as Key 57.3 48.0 4.65 4.23
FiLM Fusion 58.7 38.7 4.28 4.67

Ours 74.3 78.7 4.11 3.98

sum of policy loss and critic loss. All the networks are trained
with Adam optimizer using fixed learning rates 3×10−4. Our
future discount γ is set as a constant at 0.99.

Lπ(θ) = πθ(at|st)T (−Qθ(st, at) + α log πθ(at|st)) (1)

LQ(θ) = (Qθ(st, at)− y (rt, st∼t+1, at∼t+1))
2

y (rt, st∼t+1, at∼t+1) = rt + γ
(
πθ(at|st)TVθ(st+1, at+1)

)
Vθ(st+1, at+1) = Qθ (st+1, at+1)− α log πθ (at+1|st+1)

(2)
Lα(α) = πθ(at|st)T

(
−α log πθ(at|st) + H̄

)
(3)

where rt is the reward at step t, θ donates the network
parameters, and H̄ is the target entropy.

C. Details about Object Detection Model

We deploy a pre-trained open-set detection model in our
real-world experiments. The detection model is trained with
data from GraspNet-1Billion [19] with mAP = 70.70 for
known objects and mAP = 34.53 for unknown objects.

D. Ablation Studies of Architecture Design

In this section, we compare our methods with two variants
to verify the design of our joint modeling. Compared results
are shown in Table III. Position as Key is a variant which
directly uses the 3D positions of bounding boxes as the keys
of cross attention, while FiLM Fusion is a variant to fuse the
cross attention feature of visual and action with the language
feature by FiLM [48], which is a fusion technique for visual-
language reasoning. It is obvious that the performance of
both variants are unsatisfactory. Position as Key tries to
simply combine geometry information (i.e. grasp pose) and
visual-language information by the 3D positions of bounding
boxes, which might overfit to seen scenarios. FiLM Fusion
fails possibly due to the fact that the visual feature and
language feature has been aligned into one space by CLIP,
but FiLM additionally introduces a inductive bias, which
makes the fusion feature out of the distribution of CLIP
domain.

E. Example Action Sequences in Real-world

Fig. 10 shows two example testing sequences in real world.
In these two cases, the target objects (i.e. toy puppet and
toothpaste) are unseen during training in simulation. For the
first case, the robot is able to grasp away the surrounding
object to make space for the target object grasping. For
the second case, the target object is occluded by other
objects, and fails to extracted by the detection module at
the beginning. Instead, the target object is partially included
in other objects’ bounding box. We observe that in this
situation, our policy can also grasp away the near objects



Target graspedOther object grasped“Get a toy puppet”

Grasp failedOther object grasped“I want a toothpaste” Target grasped

Fig. 10. Example testing sequences in real world. Target objects are labeled
with stars.

and finally successfully grasp the target, which demonstrate
that our policy might capture the target information in the
surrounding bounding boxes, which guides the exploration
of the policy.

In real-world experiments, failure happens mainly when
the detection model detects a wrong target object, or the
graspnet fails to detect a successful grasp of the target object.

F. Limitations and Future Works

In this work, we focus on the grasping task in language-
conditioned manipulation. Our method is trained and tested
with language instructions containing only one concept.
However, we believe compound concepts such as ”a red and
round object” can be integrated into this work by additional
finetuning. Additionally whether grasping the target object
is decided by human. In future work, we will consider
distinguishing the final state by the model itself. Also, more
complex tasks, such as pick-and-place, or tool use, can be
extended in the future.
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